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STRESSES PRODUCED IN AIRPLANE Y1TGS 3Y...USTS* 
By Hans Georg Kussner 
Vhereas, in calm air,.: the stréses in an airpl.ne 
wing depend on the airplane characteristics aid on the Di-
lot, the latter has little or no influence on the magni-
tude of such stresses in gusty weather from •the point of 
view of mai.ñtaining flight schedule an .d cruising seed. 
Conseuently .,Uis airplane must be able. t.o withstand such 
strosse.s in any case. 
Ame •irst infbrmation on stresses	 gusts was col-
lectëd by 7.. Hoff.. in 1914** At that time there was no 
need to attach any special significance o.suchstreises, 
becai.se the speed range of the airplane, i.e., the ratio 
of maximum speed in uniform level flight to stalling speed 
was, in most cases, essentially lower than 2, and flying 
was, in the main, confiod to fair weather. But since 
that time the airplane has undergone onormous changes and 
improvements until to-day air traisportation has developed 
until it is practically ithperativo to fly under bad.as 
well as good. weather conditions.D 
In order togain.a.comprehensive conception of the 
flow phenomena in the open air, let us first glance over 
sone meteorological •re p.ort:	 . 
1. Official entry of telephone conversation with 
weather forecasting station, Tempelhof, Oct. 10, 1929: 
I 
11 At this station the following vertical 
components of gusts have been recorded: 
Normal (on cumulus clouds)	 .	 2 
Very frequently in bad weather 
zones,	 6 
Rare maxima,	 .	 .	 12
velocity
' ^1f: 
to 4 ni/s 
to 8 rn/S ,q 
13 ui/s	 'i 
(Signed) Thalau.° 
3eanspruchung von Pl'-igzeiigflgeln clurch Boen." Zeit-
schrift fur Flugtechnik und Motorluftschiffahrt, Oct. 14, 
1931, pp. 579-586; and Oct. 28, 1931, pp. 605-615. 
**Tecilnische Berichte der Plugzeugmeisterei, Vol. 1, 1917, 
p. 61.
2	 H.A.C.A. Technical Memoranthxrn-1o. :G'5'4 
2. Letter from German Naval. Ober 4iatory, Meteorolog-
ical Research Institut'e, to the D.V.L O , October 25, 1929: 
"In answer ,to..your reQuest, we 'subrnit the latest 
reports- ofou'r' forecasting station: - 
No exact measurements on the vertical velocity 
in :usts ai'e available at this post.
	 7e can 
only give approximate values based. upon our 
éxDeriences in numerous flights in clouds and. 
- gusts.	 - 
'The most violent bumps are always 'ecountered at 
' the 'front of an advancing gust roller, while at' 
its upper border and above it the intensity is 
much abated.. In this respect only gust fronts 
with cold, air inflow areas are beii'g considered. 
-- -	
' "Theo'rder of magnitude. of the. vertical up and 
downward velocity doponents..varies between 5 
•	 -	 and. 20 rn/s.	 .'	 '	 •	 '	 -	 - 
Sidling into' or flying through a cumulus, the 
strongest gusts are encountered di±'ectly at tie 
bordor • of 'the cumulus; 5 to 10 rn/s may be con-
sidered. as normal for the vertical component o'f 
the 'velocity, Below the Cu. an up current of 
from 2 to 5 m/ prevails. 
In bad-weather zones Sto 10 m/s.velocities have 
been noted quite frequently. -Bad-weather zones 
•	
'	 adcornpanied by gusts are most generally bound. 
- up with areas of inflow of cold air and with the 
•	 passing of a convorgence.*	 ' 
15 to 20 rn/s -are considered rare mximurn in gusts. 
However, it ay be assumed. that the maximum val-
ues of the hor'izontal components in bad weather 
ma:'. also be those for vertical gusts, so that 
an extreme of 30 rn/s is still within the ambit 
:	
po.ssiiility. 
- *5 00
 P. Exner, Dynamische Meteorologie, Leip zig, 1917, 
p. 2;9. 
V. Schmidt,. Tioncr Sitz'ungs Bericht, Vol. 119, 1910, 
Pu, 1J.Ol.	 ..	 •	 .
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This information is deduced. from airplane meteor-
ograph records. Th above experiences are con-
firmed br aer'ological data from pilot ballobn 
ascensions. The figures cited. are valid for 
dynamic pressures within the first few kilome-
•tors abovo thc.ground.
(Signed) Unterschrift. 
3. A. Lohr, Cloud Plying:* 
•	 The view of a convection cumulus field is much 
more imposing. Tho Cu. formations of the onvec-
•	 tion, space evince a much mightier f'orm'of towering 
head than the . Cu. of the friction space; they rise 
•	 lofty into the sky and conjire, through their sharp 
contrast in light and shadow effect', miraculous, 
•	 magnificent pictures. Towering from their' 'midst are 
lofty thund.erheads, reaching upward as high as 6000 
meters, The pronounced bumpiness at' the border of 
such towering heads is, of course, well known. But 
the warning against attempts to fly through them can-
•	 -not be emphasized enough. They are invested by ver-
tical gusts of from 10 to , l5 'rn/s velocity, whereas 
beneath 'an ordin,ary Cu. formtt ion the uprush of the 
air is not expected to be more than 2 to 4 rn/s and 
•	 which, of, late, is so successfully utilized in sai].-
ing flight-. Closely related to the vertical current 
w.th •up-wel.li:ng Cu. 'heads are the caps over the Cu. 
which to'a. large ó±tent are ice formations and risen 
• stratus layers peiiotrated by the towering head. The 
•	
' latter spread, out and, often rise along the flanks of 
• the tower., Prom time to time veil-like stratus 
clouds are pushed up by the turbulent layer beneath, 
making one feel as though being above a smooth stra-
tus layer in which the umu'lus fields with soft 
fountain forms are imbedded. 0	 • 
"Another important object in cloud flying is the 
observation of the restlessness of the air within 
and in the neighborhood of clouds. One case in point 
is the restlessness of the air in the van of a gust. 
Obviously, flight within or below.. i.t is avoided. But 
frequently we sta'ted ahead of the oncoming roller. 
It was found 'that in a spread of 'from 3 to 5 km in 
the van of the gust sorae very pronounced vertical 
*Ueteorologische Zeitschrift, 1930, September issue.
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gus:t,s ao exist which, however, vanish immediately 
aftor,,ono passes directly above thb gust roller, 
where the spaco directly behind: the gust head, in 
Particular',, is very calm." 
0. Lange, The Aerological ConditiOns in' Cumulus 
Clouds : * 
"Although the entire descent was made with idling 
enine, the instrurnonts:r.ecodod piactically the 
same altitude for 20 seconds at 3000 motors, and a 
'ajn of over '100 meters in 40 seond.s at 2500 meters, 
'which can only be explained: as bei-ng due to vertical 
movements in the air. -• The sinking velocity of the 
airplane from 4800 to .300.0'mete's is 540 meters per 
minu.te, and. from 2600 to 1200 meters, it is 530 me-
ters per minute, or approxirate1y 9 rn/s. According 
to this., the upwind 'at 3000 metCrs is about 8 m/s, 
'..and. 12 rn/s at 2500 mot 'ers'.	 I : b,etween, thevertica]. 
velocity is from 2 to 3 rn/s. : ''"	 . 
Recapitulation: 'Tho records' r :e,vál that •the air 
.bodies of cumulus clouds by' U foll"ot1ng weatheru are 
o1der than 'the surrounding air. , Tithin the cloud, 
a fairly huii'd adiabatic .gradi:'ent holds sway, the in-
versions and isother.ms of t	 'icinity are destroyed

by the turbulenc,. but, a 'str'oifg'er inversion at great-
or heights acts as barrier Layer :. '
 The vertical mo-
tion does not extend uniformly oYer th whole cloud 
but fluctaates horizontally; the maximum recorded 
• upwind velocity is 12 rn/s. Around. ze±o temperature 
con',siderable iöe formed on 'the 'airplane; below zero 
we encountered hail, Aside from pross .une spots on 
• ' the propeller the'.airplane, being all-metal, shwed. 
•	 no vi sibl€ damage. But the whole flight demonstrat-
ed that it cannot be emphasized ehough not to fly 
through thunder clouds." (Compare' 'the altitude 
t].LIe curve iTo. 4.) 
*3itrage zur Physik der freion Atmosphre, 1930, Zo. 2. 
ci 1
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5.Goorgi.i., .The Airplane as 0 iedium for Aerological 
,,R'e,search':*
	
- 
•	 1!The weather conditions of-the fiights on: July 30, 
1929, are charactérize& by, the occlusion of a Ilow,u 
• shifting. during, the night of the 29th from the coast 
• of the North Se.a towar the Pomeraniañ coast. The 
flight' were mad in the very unstable. cdl& air bod-
--,ies : behind the front.. 0 The instability of 'the atruos-
phere was manifested by 'pronounced cumulus cl6uds 
(8/10- cu.) 'throughout the whole day. which, without 
'connect-ion. to distinct fronts wa indubitb.biy: due to 
the . ..s-trong turbulence f. the risk we;st wind. ' The 
pr,ind flights this day are typical of the existiig 
•'0 •, ' vertical motions-in such ' cumuli.' •W.o have the records 
• from three sailp1anes,: the "Luft,iinis., pilot Bedau, 
at 12.11 p.m.,, th ."Tien," pilot Kronf.eld, at 3.30 
p..rn., and. the 'Rhonadler," pilot Groénhoff, at 5.25 
"p.rn. .which, in. -spi't of the difference in the hours, 
show many common symbols of the vertical motion. 
The "Wien't shows an almost uninterrupted climb from 
take-off at 950 rn.up to 3000 rn,. first i'n the dynamic 
upcurrent of' the Wasserkuppe, then from 1500 mon in 
- the uprush.of a cumulus entered after leaving the 
mountain slope. The cumulus was traverse ,d from base 
• to top, so the vertical velocities at 1600,to 3000 m 
height correspond to the rising' air current in the 
-: cumulus. The maximum (5 m/s) , was reached between 
22:00'and-2?00 m. One sir rising fóature of the 
theo''ljght.s is a distinct abatement in the ascend-
i'ng-.air current'at around 1400 m altitude. Threc-
ord of the "Wien ,' ! showed only a short,' bend' in the 
altitude-time-curve, whereas in the It Luftikus U it 
'manifested at this height longer variations inp-
and-down wind, very similar to those in the "Rhon-
adler," but of course, of decidedly shorter eriod 
within the same level. The very violent vertical 
• 'gusts ncountered at 1800 m, according to Groenhoff's 
record, are.particularly illuminating.	 • 
Between the 51st and 53d. minute 'of flight the 
airplane was pushed. down 140 m iii a few seconds and, 
pulled up again 170 ui in the next. Two other'simi 
lar but less violent bumps followed immediately. 
.* 'Beit.rage zu'r Physil: der freien Atmosphare, 1930, No. 3.
Tè'chnicai Memoand.uru No.'6'54 
The :sliodkandth torsidn were so sevethat it tore 
the plywood covering over the fitting'f the wing to 
the. fuselage. The evaluation of the gusts reveals a 
descending' air. current of 9 m/s, and. an
 ascending 
current Of 10 rn/s where, of course, it should be 
borne in mind that these velocities still represent 
averages, even if only for a period. of from 10 to 20 
'seconds. The altitude-time curve of the 'tLuftikus" 
also discloses marked fluctuatIons in vertical cur-
rent for this day. The upwind velocitt jumps at be-
tween 1200 and. )500 in altitude also within •a '4iery 
few seconds; from +4.1 to +0.8, then to +47, '
 and 
agin to + 1.2 rn/s. This is suggestive of the exist-
eñce of very material vertical burrents in cumulus 
clouds, even if they do not develop into cuthulas nim-
bus,: and their irnp ortaice in aviation is far from 
secondary because airplanes and. chiefly a'irships are 
subject to enOrmous stresses in.. such shdrt-ceriod 
vertical gusts.	 (Compare altitude-time cuvts Nos.

5'and 13.) 
. Georgii, Repoit on 11th Rhn Glider Mèet: 
'3edau first sailed in theipwind of the Vasser-
•	 kuDpe;n the 214th minute of his flight?, he con-
nected with'the upcurrent of a cloud. which carried 
hith at moderate ratOf .
 climb to 1600 meters' abso-
•	 lute altitude. Aft ?ethe first rise the upcurrent
in the cloud abated :"thn suddenly in the 226th 
• minute an abnorrrially' powerful and Wholly unexpected 
current clutched. the airplane and. lifted it over 900 
rnetrs within 3 minutes. The sudden ris.e was fol-
owed by a drop in which the rate of descent in-
creased to approximately 25 rn/c, which later changed 
into spiral flight, in which Bedau then emerged. from 
;	 the cloü&	 Qn the basis of 0,7 rn/s sinking velocity 
• for the Luft.kus,' the vertical velocity in the 
cloud ranged between 6 and.'? rn/s. This rising air 
current in an ordinary cumulus of around. 1200 m am-
bit is very great. It exceeds the previously meas-
• ured. vertical relocities considerably and demon-
strates more clearly the existnco of' vertical move-
ments in ostensibly harmless appearing clouds which, 
• ordJnarily are not suspected outside of storm 
.Zeitchriftfr Plgteèhnik und M 0 torluftchi.ffahrt, Vol. 
22, No. 5, 1931, p. 131.
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.cituds. The imoxpoctcd.	 föm very low 
	
;.':ve.tical mot ntog.eatacenng•'i	 cit1s,' as 
':' eyii..en'ced by 3edau's barOgri•itx the 226th inute, 
1eds us. to. s.rise that t^i. iipwin . in the imtlus 
is:c.aused by n eddy ith horizoatal or e'veii verti-
cal •xis, and th air currents o a ith .ii1tain loDe 
: offer.. many. possibilities, to •enerato uchethiiès.0 
(Compare altitude-tirne curve	 o, 1.) 
'7"Moltchaoff; Structure' of Squalls in the Open t-
rnosphère* . '. (easu±eiierfts onHorizonta].Gu.sts; the 
5:tructure of Ver't'ical usts i° Fundamentally Sirni-
1a) : .
	 .	 •.	 .' 
UThe records from kites indicate the general d.ura-
ti'o of 'Oah	 st at : from 0.2-to 0.3 seond although 
in isolated cases, gusts up to 12 sôèóridshave been 
recorded. Fi;ure 1 shows one of such kite records. 
The gust lastédabout 4 ecoiid At' esent we are 
makin'g . oiiternperar r' studies of gustsatdifferent 
height s.'
	
(See fig. 1.)	 ' 
8, W. Schmidt, The Strubturé of the 
In the summer' of'l928 we were able to ex!i].ore a 
field. of abOii . lO X 10 rn in 25 different test sta-
t.iloiié on . t,h Aporn 'ai±pa'at in Vienna.' The test 
'.pacng (2 rn), of "couise', was so wide that the small-
est interferences escapod, but it brought"oüt' the 
major changes only more clearly. The 1ace was fa-
'oabie;.wee.±ercid'et créin havng the wind 
•	 pass ovr.' the' field 'tO "the obserer'pot whidh was 
•placéd'far e.iiough'away'frorn all bui.Idiñs sO •	 to
give the.win"clO.n 
land) , The best of the 17 èr'ies"o'ñ 'Jj]y 24, 12.14 
p.m., sunny, very hot (over 30 0 0) , wind	 corn-
:prises 300 rcörd, 'iep.-eseiited "in ë.à'tl''the same 
manner	 ..	 (rèal nstntane'ous 
.isotachs).	
. ..
.	 :.	 ..',.,	 ':. 2.' 
Because Of theiimited space, 'we ep±o'due only 
sections of it.	 The incli y.i.dual. .p.ictures..are .1.1 7. ... 
apart; they are givei ,4ng , oi.ps .of three at intervals 
o.f approximately 1 :se .coi'd in, igue 3.. , ':	 ' 
*3eitrge zur Physik d.er'freien. Atrnosphr•e; 1930, No. 2. 
**7i$ner Sitz,.-Bér.., Vol. 13&, 1929,' p. l00; Deuöhe 
Forschung, 1930, No. 14, p. 58.	 •'
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This large cr0313 section substantiated the deduc-
tions drawn previously: arkod v.ariation in flow y e-
icity:vertically and horizon.tally •frequóntly' faster 
-thv 'ing layers beneath slower onos, practically , no 
si	 'of a real eddy (at least, not of 'tho orer of 
magn,i'tiido of several meters) entry of rapidly mov-
'ing 'masses. New information was gained with respect 
to the transformation of such masses, 'hich in this 
case arrive usially in a moro horizontal direction, 
but subsequently appear to strâighton up. The sur-
'prisirig feature is that the strongest contrasts of 
te velocity in such hurnpsfollow so closely along 
one another; two meters farther the velOcities may 
be as smooth as 1:4 without producing a proper equal-
ization.°	 S	 - 	 . 
9 K. egnei,' Application .o-Flight 'weather Obser-
vations:*
	
, 
• 
1 T 1egustines reported by an airplare may be the 
rsuIt of' three different causes. Two air strata 
stably superposed but moving in different directions 
evince billows; along their boundaries like those gen-
erally' seen where water and air meet. These aerial 
billows have just as little 'regularity as the sea 
billows and are felt in the airplane as violent 
bumps - bumpiness. They are readily recognized as 
such becaue they. occur only in a comparatively thin 
layer which rarely exceeds 100 to .300 meters thick-
ness.**	 .	 .	 ,:-	 ' 
•	 A second form of bumpiness s.that. encountered 
when the air is turbulent; i.t is: simi-lar to the irreg-. 
ular, eddying motion of a river. This motion is rec-
ognized in the airplane by its rapid changes but not 
such pronounced bumps. 
The third form of bump is caused by the vertithal 
• e±'chane of air. Cold air flowing over• comparative-
1r warm ground becomes heated, iises, and cold. air 
froth above takes its Dlace. This exchange is usual-
• 1r strongest by T.7. toN. wi-nd. It may attain ver-
*Der Flugkapitn, l930,.No. 11. 
**' M. Exner,Dynamische ie.t..o.oro1ogio,-'Le-i'pzig','" 
'278, where he cites a , wav. e;length of .441. ri for a5 rn/s 
difference in velocity aild i0°Q . .diffar'enc in tCmpora 
tur. 'Haridbuch &. Techn. 1echaik, Vol. VI, :Borljn, 
1928, p. 240.
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tical velocities up to 15 ru/s, although it makes fly-
ing a1most,'ithpos.ible:ea% ::frbth 5'to'lO rn/s, w.th 
the sluggish and. inhebñtly Etable airplanes of to. 
day, because of the tiring effect on the pilot. The 
prevalence of •thi'kindOf biiiipi'nö'ss is contingent 
upon the temperature gradient being greater-than 
0.01°C/rn by dry air, so that the air is in "stable" 
eq1ilibrium. . The fi±t tWo kinds 'df bumps present 
no, real danger tofI3fi-n'gunIess the airplane has 
about reached. its 'ai,liig; •t:ht i,' has no surplus 
power left," 
WING STRESSES IN GUSTS 
• The author and. his ' co1labo±atr Kaspereit have made 
a series of optigraph measuremerit:s of'uáh' stresses with 
the Junkers G 24, F 13, and 'the' Meserschraitt M 24 in 25 
flying hours. The thethod hs already been described else-
where.* The installatidn' 'in-to the fuse1:ge 'and. below the 
center section of the wing can be een in Figures 13 and 
23,: while Figures 14-16, 24, ' and. 25 show some section of 
the records. Figures 3, 17, 19, 26 represent merely some 
of the most typical cases. 
In the Messerschmitt M.24 we used two optigraphs fo,r 
recording' the deflection of 'the wing over the whole span. 
In this manner errors induced' by shifting of the instru-
ment are more easily eliminated. The maximum static de-
flection of the wing tips in flight with full gross weight 
amounts to about 95 mm as compared to the normal position 
of the wing on the stand, The maximum dynamic deflection 
of the wing in,sun gusts during a five-hour flight from 
Berlin to Friedrichshafen amounted to within ±35 mm, (See 
fig, 3.) 
In the Junkers F 13 the static deflection in flight, 
8.85 m from the center of the fuselage with full gross 
weight, amounted to 75 mm as compared-with the normal po-
sition on the stand. The maximum dynamic deflection for 
a flight over the iarker Sea in bright sunlight was 52 mm 
at 300 m altitude.	 (See figs. 17, 19, 26,) To compute 
the load factors the static deflection of the wing for 
its own weight would have to be'' determined and subtracted 
from the total deflection, This could be accomplished by 
*j55fl e , Zeitschrift fi.!r Piugtechnik und Motorluftschif-
fahrt, 1930, Vol. 21, p. 433.
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disposing the whole airp-lne on an incline, an inve:stiga_ 
t'±: i-which is o be m4e:later, 
The low stresses in distinctly: stormy weather are sur-
prising.	 :: 
After several such measurements have .'een obtained, 
particularly of bad. weather flights,, the r'at'io:' .dynamic 
deflection t.o flight: speed. is,plotte4 against tho loga-
rithni of the freqiency and ,give's', by extrapolating. accord-
ing to Gauss' law of distribution, a criterion for the 
requisite strength of the wing. 
Te also examined : the. fine 'structu:e of several opto-
grains rocorded in the M 24, the F 13, aind the G 24. 7e 
measured. the va,iati :on,.of. the'aeflection..of. the. extreme 
station on the wing wi:thresp&c .'t,:to the time.	 (See figs.,
6 to 12, 18, 20, and. 27,), From the intorval:'of. the rise'' 
of the defloction.to	 shape of. the lines 
ofrisd, we can draw on1usonsabou.t the structures of 
gusts.	 (Compare section,.Q'nUn,St , 9.ady , Wing Liit, page 14.). 
NO TA2 I ON 
a0 to a4	 coefficient's of the differential equa-
tion (23) 
A2 . A
	
' integration constants (equation '25). 
a	 angle of attack. 
	
•	 angle of attackfor maximum lift coeZfi-
cient (equation 7a) 
	
m	 semi span. 
C	 1.' integration' constant, 
: 2. coefficient of gust stress, 
minimum value for strength calcu-
-	 '	 lation (equation 26) 
=	 variation in lift coefficient with an-
a.	 gle of attack. 
c 1	 circulation factor (equation 5)
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. 1/rn gr.atient. of. gust velocity 	 (equation 
15a) 
q	 (s), (s) coefficients of unsteady lift; 'rh, 
time rate
	 of avera;es	 (equation 
11). 
e basis of natural logarithm. 
f(s)	 = elastic line	 of deflection by acceler-
g ation 1 rn/se. 
F m2 •wing area. 
F(s) m true	 elastic line	 of deflection. 
c.p direction of gust with respect to the 
horizona1(eqi.ia.tion 	 6) 
(i-i	 s) . . function of.	 stri'hg point	 distance 
(equation 1) 
g m/s acceleration of gravity, 
G grossweight	 of airplane. 
h 1.	 displacement	 of zero point	 (eq1a-
tion 22) 
ii	 s m	 . 2	 distance of starting point from the 
source of motion for computing the 
circulation	 (equation 1) . 
i = fictitious unit. 
k kg s,* factor	 (equation 20) 
K kg normal load on the wing (equation 2). 
kg inaimum normal load preceding separa-
tionof profile flow	 (equation 7). 
K3 ' kg maximum normal load at separation of 
flow	 (equation 7a) 
kg normal load in steady level flight 
(equation Tb)
12 
K (s) 
1 
xl, 
m 
MD 
fl...: 
no
r 
n 
1) 
U0 
r	 'v
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dininution factor	 (equat.on 4) 
m Wifig chard.. 
.1/s. roots of the typical equation 	 (24). 
mass/unit of lengt1. 
rn2 
kg s2
•vibating mass	 (wing mass and. co-
rn2 vibrating air cylinder	 (equation 20) 
kg m turning moment around the forward. 
• neutral point	 (at 1/4 wing chord) 
• (equation .3) 
mass ratio	 (equation 13a) . 
load, factors	 (equation 8). 
load. factors for vertical gust. 
critical	 load, factor. 
(maximum) load factor for pull—up. 
:'./s basic frequency of Wing in flight. 
1/s basic frequenc	 of wing on stand.. 
1/s exponent of velocity Increase of gust.
coefficient of indued drag (equation 
4TT	 5) 
kgs2 
P
	
	
air density. 
in4
relative flight path	 ratio of flight 
path to wing chord.. 
• • path on which the velocity of the g.ist 
•	 increases linearly from 0 to maximum 
(equation l5a) 
t	 s	 time. 
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U(s)	 = PY tiofau.1tö.computed	 ust 
V	 0 stress by assuued steady flow and
	 ec-
tilinear motion
	 (equation	 . 
U0 maximw-.i for	 U(s)	 (equaton 7). 
v rn/s flying speed. 
vh rn/s maximum h6izonta]: sjeed. 
V 7	 .	 ..'..:. .. /5 . . stalIig.speed	 (Lhdigpeed 
............
quat1d.9)	 ........	 •..	 . 
Vp rn/s velocity of rear neutral point 	 (at 
3/4 of wing choid)	 (equation 1) 
•	 . rn/s vectorial	 veloity . ofgüst	 (equa-........ 
tion	 6) 
rn/s.
absolute v1ie of gut velocity. (qüation. 6);w
. '	 i	 :a doscendig 
gust	 (eauation 15) 
rn/s .	 ideal normal velocity. 	 . 
W rn rn/s mean horizontal wind. veldit 	 (eqiia-
tion	 6).	
.,	 .	 .	 . 
w(s) /s 1. velocity componentporpendiular 
to plate	 sface.	 .	
.. 
rn/s 2,	 vertical velocity of the air'(gust) 
with respect to flight path. 
1/s angular velocity. 
WI	 . i/ iea1 angular velocity. 
= We/v velocity ratio
	
(equation 8a) 
y	 -	 . m displacement of one wing element per-
pendicular •to direction of flight. 
f(z)	 . m deflection of elastic wing. 
i	 Cs)	 = (equation	 ii)	 . ..
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z	 m	 coordinate in direction of wiig span. 
yo 
=	 elastic	
elastic oveistress = ratio of maximum 
Yrigid	 dynamic stress in an elastic wing to 
that in a rigid	 - 
UNSTEADY WING LIFT 
H., 7agner,* in his dissertation, gave a general anal-
ysis of the dyziamiä lIft of airplane wings in unsteady 
motion, 
Assume a flat plato df diórd 1 nd span 	 movos at 
velocity v ,	 àyin periodically in time and direction, 
through thefluid, and simultaneously rotates at period-
ically changiüg an1ar velocity •W.: . Further, let .v 
represent the velocity of the.rear neutral point P
	
in 
3/4 wing chord) ,
	
the angle of attack be.twøen the di-
rection of v
	
alid that of the iate; the fluid in.
	
is
asstimedly at est, all angular chans are small and point 
0 is the source or •startingoint of the unsteady motion. 
(Sco fig. 28.) 
Then lct**	 . 
w(s) = VP: sifla	 j'(h s)	 (1) 
e tho component of. the velocity perpendicular to the plato 
surf ac C. 
Now the normal loadacting onthe plate is 
0	 1	 , ) h 5) ______ i=.irPv w---_-J -	 -___ ______ 
2 o
	 + S -hs AT 
iP dw	 irP dw 
4 dt	 16 dt 
*H. 7agner, Zoitschrift f'lr angewandte Mathematik und Mo-. 
chanik, 1925, pp. 17-35. 
**Inscrt in the forhiula of thö thesIs: a
	
hs and 
u(a)	 /R(hs).	 . . S
(2)
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The moment about the forward neutai. point. D . (at 
3/4 wing chord), counted. tail heavy..wen.p :o .sitive, more-
over,	 is	 .	 '.	 :'.	 . 
iP	 nP d.w .	 rP d (3) 
Now in order to define the fttnc.tion	 (hs) express 
th'e distance of starti .n.g point A.. from the motion source 
hs	 . 1	 by the	 function..: s). E 3m:h1. 5)rn. 
h g	 1••	 •.	 .	 .	 (h. s)	 = . am (h s) 
and. bring both sides of equation (1) into approximate 
agreement. 
An approximate solution for normal velocity w(s) = 
constant, that is, a sudden inferior change in a, has 
beeiiven.by H. Wagner.* Inthis case the integral of 
eauatIon (2) is	 . 
K = P Vp
 WK (s), 
wherein the diminution factor . . ::: 
K (s) . arc co	 2: 
is to within. 6.6 per cent correct. The exact figures are 
appended'ii Ta.I.
	 .	 . . . . 
Table I. Unsteady Lift 
0 0.25 0,5 1 2 5 10 ___ ____ 
arc	 cot	 s/2 5 .5396 .5780 .6476 .7500 .8788 .9371 1 
'fl	 1	 -	 1/IrK	 (s) .5 .5557 .6006 .6693 .7582 .8745 .9321 1 
0 (.450 .572 .652 749 .871 .931 1
* Zeitschrift fr angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik, 
1925, p. 31. 
See equation (11) , p. 21 . . 
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In the general case of arbitrary v1ocity caie, 
whicLi may oe visualized as coisistin o' a nraltitudeThf 
small abrupt changes, the normal load then is
	
", 
K(s 1 ) = u P	 w'() "- P Vp	 ( s -: s). !	 + 
rrP dw
	
	
•'	 (4)16 at .... 
The. first term re'presentstli 'steady. lift in undi s-
turbedflov7 which, in airplane wings, is lowered by the 
effect of the finite span and the 'skin friction. So in-
stead of . factor 11 'we write the lift coefficient* as 
1 
+22	 2.3	 (5) 
It is to be assumed 'that the skin frict.on effect is still 
further reduced by the other unsteady terns 'of equation 
(4), in so far as the motion has its inception at
	 0.
But, since this cond,it.i'.on is not complied with in most 
cases 1 that is, vortex trains already exist, the value 
given in (5) is introduced in all terms. . An experimental 
check of the validity of these assumtions, although very 
mi.:h to be desired, is difficult t,.o carry through. How 
ever, in no case is it permissible to express coefficient 
a 8: as the lift change of the'vhole airplane or as a val-
ue in the neighborhoodof the sóparation offlow, but al-
ways by a mean value for the airplane wing. 
STRESSES IN AIRPLANE WINGS BY GUSTS
FROM ARBITRIRY DIRCTIONS 
The ovements of •the air masses quite frequently .ex-
tend unsymmetrically from tho ground to several 'thousnd 
moters,' a the 'weather reports, cited at the beginning of 
this report, clearly indicate. The mean horizontal wind. 
ve1octy, Wm is topped by a gust vector 
w = w0
 e	 .•,	 . '' , '	 '(6) 
*See Zeitschrift fur Flugtechni:.und Li'otorluftsch±ffahrt, 
1928, p. 516, for comparison. For conventional ing 
sections c 1	 2.5 to 2.9. Factor r2	 P/41rb2 cor-
responds to the aspect ratio of the wing,
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with .
 a p ossibl& amplitude of from . w 	 0.5 to 1,0 •w. 
At the customary:.flyin'g height - 1000 to 2000.xneters - 
all angles of the gust direction with the horizontal. 
are probable; the disturbances in the uniforth air motion 
in this cae má r be construed as turbuLent rollers. The 
air loads on an airplane wing flying into a gust are 
about the same 'as those cause. by sudden cIanges in angle 
of attack and air speed.in calm air. In sDito c the fact 
that the above stated postulate of the fluid, at rest at, 
infinity no longer holds for this problem of the flow, p-
precia1 10 discrepancies with respect to the above problem 
are only to 'be expected during the time of entry of the 
wing into the turbulont ball hoindod by an aroa of discon-
tinuity. 
In view of the scrcity of 'information ,on atmospheric 
air movements and of tho niathdmatial dif'ficu1t'io,. an ap-
proximate application of the previously achieved results 
t o:the' wing in 'agitatod fluid should be of interest, 
To get some conception of t1e,offect'which direction 
of the gust vector exerts on the stës i an..airplane 
wing, it suffices to make a rough calculation of the max-
imum normal load for the time after the entry of the wing 
(relative flight path s > i). The 'velocity w within 
the gust is assumedlyinvariablo while pssing from 2 to.. 
5 wing chords whore the maximum stress usually occurs. 
It is also prosumed that the 1ongitidinal inclination of 
the airplane with 'respect to tho horizontal doos not 
change. Consequently, the normal. load must 'be computed 
from the first two terms of equation (4) . According to 
't he asumption (6) regarding. the gust vector, the effect-
ive hqrizota1 velocity is vp = v + w 0 os cP	 and.the. 
normal velocity is w = v sin a ± w sin (a. + cp).	 (See 
fig, 28.) ,Thus the iaximi,i.m normal .oad on the wing is 
• '
	 K0 . i-r P v w - u P . v	 '(1 - u0 ) f	 -! ds P	 '	 P	 ds 
uP (v+ w0 'cos ) (vsin . +U w0 in (a +(p))	 (7) 
•	 T'... factor. U0 is eactly tomputed. elsevhere. Its 
numerical value is 0.6 to 0.7; Table II was compiled 
pith mean y alu. U0 '.2/,3.	 . 
Now let sin a0	 0.3 represent' the angle of attack 
at hich the tea 'dy floe separates. Stipulating that' the
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separation also occurs fr unsteady flow a the same an-
gle. , the normal load, On the other hand, cannot grow 
beyond.
IF P v2	 o) Slfl a + TT P Vp2 0:	 a	 (7a) 
The mximum aceleration. of the airplane in multi-
ples of acceleration of gravity, called load factor, now 
is obtained by dividing (7) and (7a) by the steady lift 
K 5	 .P v2 sina,	 (7) 
which ecjuals the individual weight:f the airplane. E::-
pressing the ratio of the velocities by	 and 
sin a	 • tan a, since it is alé.ys a matter of small a, 
the.load. factor accoding to (r/) and. (7a) now becomes: 
n	 (1 +	 cos cp) (1 +	 U0 cos	 +	 U0	 n ¶_"\	 (8.:.) 
sinai 
n	 1 -.	 + U0	 (1 +	 cos cp)2 
Table II. contains several illutrativë examples of 
1oa fact or.s coinuted in thi .s manner. 
Table II. Load Factor of Gust Stress 
wih Respect to Angle of Gust 
IL IIITI I 
0 133f1.36 1.56 1.74 1.90 2.01	
2.09 2.13 2.12 2.08	 .opj 
00
- - -
-	 2.32 2.24 2.15 2.04 1.94	 1.83 
0.100 1.36 1.63 1.88 2.9.2.2G	 2.38'2.45 2.462.4l 
U 0.067	 1.36 1,77 2.1.512.48 2.76	 2.96	 .08 3,1.3 ,093,00 
U 0,050 1.36 1l9l 2.42 2.87 3.25 3,54	 .72 3,80 .7flO.7 
03 oioo4150 2.00 2.4oL2.?4 2993.i7 3.25 3.24 3.1512.99 • •
- 13,5]. .3.3613.18	 2.98 2.76 2.552,33 
0 .4 0	 l.78 .l00 2.40 - 2,97 
-
3,45 3.81 404 4,11 
3.97 3.?63.50 3.21
4.08 
2.93
3.92	 71 
2.627
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The lower fi'gurs of • the sei±es indicated by	 . are 
occasionally valid.an,d. have 'been plotted against anle of 
gust (p in Figures 29 and.'30. The raaximum load factor: is 
reached. at .(p	 65 to 7.0°, althgh'it differs but little 
(not over 10 per cent) from .th•at; at (p 	 90°,	 that is, 
load factor n 0 produced by a vertical gust. Moreover, 
the numerical value of n 0 can be used. for estimating 
the maximum stress .even if the coiresponding flow attitude 
is no longer realized as a resxlt of separation, because 
the intersection of the two curves (8a) and (8b) yields a 
value which differs but little from the Load factor no, 
although for smaller (p. 
By given 1ying : speed., that is, prescribed steady an-
gle of attack sin a, control maneuvers without speed in-
crease, that is, pull-up from horizoita1 flight; do not 
produce a 'load factor higher than 	 ' 
sin_a0	 V2 
= -.------ = 
sin cc
	 VL 
wherein vL is the miniruuxu sustaining speed. in unstalled 
flight (landing speed) 
It is worth mentioning that according to recent 
flight tests by the D.V.L.* he angle a 0 . of the separa-
tion of flow in flight can be essehtiallyhigher than for 
model tests in the tunnel. 
The sped'of present-day airplanes is, with few ex-
ceptions, at least v = 40 rn/s 'or more. On the other 
hand, it can be assumed. that a gust velocity of more than 
= 15 m/s is seldom exceeded, so that the velocity re-
lation '
(9a) 
may be assumed. According to Figure 30 the load factor' 
given by (9) for	 = 0.4 in oblique gusts dannot be ex-
ceed?d by more thail '2Sper cent. This figure-is prcti-
Zeitschrift fr Flugtechnik und. Mot:orinft-
schiffahrt, Vol. 22, No. 13, 1931, pp 405-410. ' Accord-
ing to recent wind-tunnel tests of Mr. Kramer'at the 
Aachen Institute', the•anle sta1ling..'y unsteady flow 
increases by	 ao
(9)
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ca1ly.inaffected by the size of load factor n 5 . 'Then if 
we estimate the overstress of the wing (calculated fur-
ther on) by.	 1oading imp act (swinging beyond the equi-
librium position) at approximately. 20 per cent, we ob-
tain a rough upp er limiting value for the iossible load 
factor in gusts: 
n	 1 + 1.2 (1.25 -- - 1" , 1.5 _!.i	 (9b) 
VL	 /	 VL2 
The question of requisite strength and safety factor is 
purr.osely left open. For high-speed airplanes the assump-
tion (9a) is too unfavorable, so that condition (9b) 'is 
likewise not always fulfilled. 	 (See fig. 46..) 
This type of airplane rnus.t be studied more in-partic-
ular for gusts of limited, amplitude, say, w 0	 10 to 15 
rn/s. . In view of the other sources of error of the calcu-
lation it amply sufficesto compute these airDlanesfor a 
vertical gust, since no materially higher stresses are 
possible. , in other directions of gusts.,, But in a calcula-
tion of this kind the separation of t1e flow must not be 
taken into account. 
EQ,UATIOi'TS OP MOTION AITD STRESS ON AIRPLANES IN 
VERTTCAL GUSTS, PLANE PROBLELI 
To begin with, picture an airplane as rigid wing with 
span and mass m per unit length uniformly distributed 
over the span. The previousty cited omission of changes 
in inclination of the longitudinal axis ofthe airDlane 
against the horizon is permissible because the wing is 
raised only a few centimeters with resDoct to the tail 
suifaces, at the beginning of entry into the gusts. As 
so'on as the tail surfaces have- penetrated, they are raised 
much quicker by the gust than the wing because of their 
much more reduced mass, so that the initially slight rise 
in angle a. is already on the decline at the time of the 
maxiraum stress. The introdD,tion of the longitudinal in-
clination in the subsequent formulas, however, entails, no 
fundamental difficulties. . 	 ... - 
'jth the above assumptions it is now possible to sire-
ulate the' effect.of the vertical gust on th wing by at-
tributing to it an ideal angle of attack change. Suppose 
the wing flies at constant speed v and 'a, = 0 from calni
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air vertically into an area of disconti.nuit.y, behind which 
	
the air has the constant vertical veloci.t r	 Consid-
ered. physically, a stead-y increase in normal • loa and mo-
ment is anticipated. This, evidently, is the. case •hen 
conformably to (3) and (4) * 
	
irP r	 ..	 c1).1 
	
MD =rL	 .- * i +	 = 0	 '(i•o) 
K H [* T T ] . ... 
Taking into account that the relative flightpath is 
•=. : .:vt/l , equation (10) rev.eais the ideal angle of at-
tck change the wing would have to make by steady shift 
into the gust. The corresponding ideal normal velocity 
is
=	 =	 e69 
- 8 
= w0
 (1 - e	 ) = w 0 jr (s) 
According to (4) the normal load 'ocome: 
= .ir P v w 0 (1 - e 51 ) -. P v	 (s -	
d'41(s) ds= 
P VW0	 o.( s i:)	 :.	 (11) 
The nefactor	 given iii Tble' I. Now the 
iorma1 load on the wing by arbit .rarychané'of the -ver-
ticl air velocity w(s) is readil computed from (ii) 
because
	
K = i-r P v	 (s - s)	 ds	 (12) 
is analogous to (4) and (11). 
The third and. fourth terms in (5) disappear conform-
ably to (10) as long as the wing moves along a straiht 
line without turning. 3ut as soon as the wing makes an 
accelerated mbvement through the unsteady aerodynamic 
.	 dx	 _dw	 ..dy 
*jobrevlatlon: x =
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Iocis cting upon it, t.he aditive. air load, must be cOin-
uted acc'oxding to (4)..
	 '.. 
So,*hen d.isrogardinthe rotation, and denoting the 
wine iass by m and. the vertical component of the wing 
motion by y, the integral equation of the flight path 
fr an airplane of chord. . passing from calm air into a 
vertical gust is 
/	 Pc	 Pvc 
+	 )T 
+ - 2	 Ti 
(si, - s) y d t = 
= PVC'	 (s - s)	 d t	 (13) 
with the abbreviation.: 
vt=s;	 _L-U(s)	 (13a) 
Equation (13) then becomes: 
U(s 1 ) +	 - s) U(s) d.s	 f1	 -L-- ds 
(14) 
The new variable U(s) gives tile ratio of the true 
to the calculated. sress 'by assumed. steady f:Low and. liii-
ear motion. This presumption is approximately correct 
for a wing having
	 mass after. a certain entering d.is-
tance necessary to set up the steady circulation. Conse-
quently, . U(s). likewise expresses the ratio of the true 
stress of an airlane with finite mass to that of an air-
plane of	 masse 
The total load. normally acting on the wing inclusive 
of static lift is according to (7): 
Pv 2 c	 Pvw ca' 
	
IC = ------------- sin a + -
	 2	
U(s) cos a
	
(l4a) 
The desired. maximum of U(s), that is, the maximum 
wing stress in the gust, can be. graphically determined. by 
iteration from the integral equation (14), aftor making 
the necessary asimptions regrdin the local distribu-
tion of the gust intensity w(s)
- 
so - (15 a) 
1
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Judging from, the •roports of .Moltchanoff and. , 
Schmidt, the gradieit of . the velo.city can. assume values 
of the order . of	 , :'. 
••	
, = Q' to 1.5 [1/rn]', 
or, in other words, the violence of the gust can rise 
from 0 to maximum even Within a flight distance of i/'Y 
0.? in. This is less than one wing chord and already 
approaches .a sudden cijange in gust intensity as previous-
ly assumed: for the calculation of factor fl0, despite the 
fact that , only steady transitions in. the atmosphere and 
fiiite values of gradient ry are physically feasible. 
The' rtiost elementary caso,'which occurs rather frequently, 
i.s the linear rise in vertical velocity from 0 to a con-
stant maximum w 0 .	 ( Compare fig. 1.)	 . . 
Assume for the. flight path
d.w	 w0 
5 0 to s: w = ---
	 - = - cl.s
(15) 
9 = s	 t. s : w = w 0 ;	 = .0	
'	 ' 
wherein the path along which the velocty increases is: 
The 'integrals in (14) really contain, so to speak, 
the entire antecedents of the' wing motion as well as the 
after effect of previously , traversed gusts. .For instance, 
the wing may have attained a downward. velocity w0' 
through a descending gust '. 'In this case, according to 
(15) , we have '
w	 dw •w 
s=0'tos0 1+j9— : wjs; 
,'	 W\	 '	 '	 dw 
=	
o 'l. +	 to S: .w	 w0 + ' o''	 = 0, wo I	 .	 '	 S 
and now we must' insert the inferior limit, 
Si - So '(1 + w0/
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' in the integrhl on the	 ht s'ide of th ' sii 'squent equa-

tion (15b) so as to include the approximate previous ef-
fect o1	 e døcen-ing: gust.. An exact in.teg.rat.ion.of (l4
for ... onger, fljgiit..d.istance would consume too thuch' time 
aid be abortive at that, ' becuse of our lack..of informa-
tion on the structure of gusts. 
iTow (14) becomes thiough (15) 
..1• 
U(s1) +k1	 (s 
.0 
which yields the m 
tion of th path 
The v.1uesof 
range. . .. 
The formula:
s) U(s).d	 ''I 
l() ds
	 (15b) 
s o SirSo 
aximum U0 given in Figure 32 as func-

= i/'Y 1 aiId. of .the mass ratio p. 
U0 , 0.8 occur witnin t±ie tecnnicel 
w.=	 :ø/5O) .	 :s .	 (15) 
embraces very rapid. as well as very slOv increases in 
gust velocity from 0 to w 0 in a function which for 
s = 0 and	 u'otendsthecurvesof formula (15). (See 
fig. 31,)	 Vriting (15) into (l4);we obtain: 
1	
1	 1	 - 
U(s 1 ) + - f	 (s-s) U(s) ds = 'i"-- f 'n0 (s 1 -s) e	 ds 
p. °	 ° °	 (17) 
This intgra1 equation yields as. solution a simi1'r 
behavior of the maximum U0 values as with (15) (figs 
:33); but they are lower than in the first formula because 
of the steady decrease of gradient Y for equal values 
of	 0 (fig. 32). 
For vey sthall gradients 'Y, that is, for very slow 
rise in gust, 'the maximum stress is attained only after 
a flight path s , > 10. Even then the integrals of (14) 
can still be divided ithout appreciable error into 
,n 	 ...	 ifl 
U(s1) + - J U(s1)	 = Om	 (l7a) 
Setting U(s) =	 e	 the left side as linear differen-
tiE.l equation, yields the root
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Figure 34.. illustrates the . ap.proxi . t	 .ur•e of the 
averages	 and	 for linear increase in vertical 
velocity w(s)	 and. for stress. U(s). .P.t	 s > 10 both 
averages.are already >0...8.	 rit..ng. these values aswell 
as (16.) into (l.7á) and further conidering that U = 0 
for s	 0 also, we find 
::	 fl5 
U(s)	
'0m	 ___ 
The maximum stress is reached after covering distance 
ln 
.	
.	 •	 .	 .. 
Si =.S O -	 .	 -•--
__ 
The iesült, is the figures in Table III; fOr the max 
imum stress . U,, which i maerial1y affected by the gre.-
dient Y
	
the gust velocity or, in other oids, by the 
distance s 0	 f thO ut increase.Thorefore; it is just 
as important to gain more accurate inorrnatioñ on the gust 
giadièit.s it.is on the gust velocity itself. For the'. 
defle&tià cues recorded du±ing . the flight . i. sun gusts 
(Berlin toFriedrichshafen) the mimum stress was usually 
reached only 1-2 seconds after entry; that is, after a 
distance s 1 =15 to 30. wing chords. . (See figs. S to 12.) 
This fact leads us to conclude of ver small giad1ents 
0.03 (m). Still, the obtained, maximum of the vorti-
calve1ocity can 'be considerable. 	 •	 .	 .
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Table III. EUect of Grad.ient 
__ 
-
0.5 l 2J3__ 5 
s 1 /s 0 1.39 1 0.6$ 0.55 0,40 
'P0m 0.501 0.366 0.250 0.193 P.1.34 
• I	 S0 10 20 30 50 
= 10 s 6.9 10 13.9 16.5 20.1 
U0 0.376 0.294 0.207 0.165 0.119
Consequently, it would be erroneous to conclude on 
the stress in the wing from the.height of the vertical ve-
locity alone. According to (15) airplanes. having' 1a'g 
wing chord 1 are subject to higher stresses. The in-
crease in gust intensity is quicker in relation to the 
chord, On the other hand, it will be remembered that the 
assumption of plane flow, vh.ich forms the basis of this 
investigation, is more rarely fulfilled in large than in 
small airplanes, because the gust velocity is likewise 
variable in direction of the span.
	 (See fig, 2.) It is, 
iideed, very seldom that all parts of. the surface on 
large wings will be simultaneously subjected to high 
stresses by gusts. If a gust strikes, say, only One half 
of the wing, the mass reduced to ie center of attack 
amounts to only about 0,2 of the .totalmass, 	 (See figs. 
32 and. 33) . But in order to be certain, the most abnormal 
case, namely,plane flow, must be investigated. 
SPATIAL PROBLEM, EFFECT 0 ELASTICITY 0P.I!: 
•	 iow, we determine the effect of the élastieity,of 
airplan wings on the stress due to gusts. Asstiuedly, the 
mass of the airplane is no longer evenlydistributed over 
the sDán but largely centered in the middle, i,e,, in th 
fuselage. Each wing element is to have plane flow and the 
lift is to bo proportional to the wing chord, a stipula-
tion which corresponds very much to the taDereft wings in 
Figure 35, when overlooking the extreme tips. 
The wing. is to advance vertically on to a gust stra-
tum, so that both halves of the wings experience the same 
stresses. Again ignoring changes in inclination of the 
longitudinal axis of the airplane, we then obtain accord-
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ing to (13) the fo1Iwing system of integro-d.ifferential 
equations for the loads: and mothents impressed on the wing: 
b	 2	 b	 t	 2 
	
fm'	 d. z + k.f •lf"q (s - s)	 at a. z 
•0	 at	 ..
b	 . 
= k f 1 j	 - s) d w dz	 (20a) 
0	 0 
• . .Z	 •2	 .	 ' z	 t	 .	 2 
...frn'	 dz2 + k ffl 1 ( s 1 - s)	 d. t a. 
= k ff 1 f 'r'	 - s) a. w a.	 (20b) 
0	 0 
Herein	 .	 .	 . .	 . 
2 Pc 1,,'	 1 
m t =m+---
8 
k = 
ForshQrt • time intervals (20) can be integrated as 
linear . .,sytem, by inserting the mean value 
At	
a2	
At 
J
T(s -:	 at =1.:	
of	
- s) at =
	 . 
•	 •	 .	
.	 (21) 
The formula	 •.. 
= e' (f(z) + h1 );	 f 1 (0)	 0 
yields	 fold solutions, of which, however, only three 
concern us here. The first is an aperiodic motion of the 
airplane as a whole, where ' f 1 (z) • s small with respect 
to h1 , and corresponds to the previously described mo-
tion of the rigid wing. The second and third solutions 
yield the fundamental harmonic of the airplane damped by 
the air loads. The •other higher harmonics of the wing are 
agitated 'by gusts with 'only negli:gibly small amplitude, so 
that knowledge of them is not.essential. 
Since this method 'of solutiOn already involves con-
siderable figuring, it is desirable to arriv.e at an ap-
proiat . solution by a short cat, particuLarly' since the
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sources of error containo.d in the 'above assumptions to-
ge,th,or- with ou scant knowlod.ge on gust structure make any 
grot a.ccu.racy . in calculation appear valueleS. 
The deflection curves of airplane wings were recorded 
by optig'raeh on the following types of airp1aie: Do X, 
G 24, P 13, and the M 24. The form of these curves in one 
airplane type was almost independent of the absolute size 
of the deflections in gusts and shows practically no dif-
ference from the static deflection curve because fineness 
in load distribution is blotted out by the fourfold inte-
gration which leads t.o the deflection curve. 	 (See figs. 
5 and 22.) 
The real static. def1ect.on curve P(z) of an airplane 
can be measured in flight b dt±graph, or 1se satisfac-
torily reproduced in the hangar by load tests. The funda-
mental harmonic	 of the wing flutter in flight oi 
static test can be deter4ned in the same way.* 
The next thought is to use these two experimental 
data for computing the gust stress by making the form 
change of the wing proportional to the static deflection 
curve and then follow it up by a definition of the total 
vertical displacement y of . one wing elemet so as to 
yield the fundamental harmonic of the wing with a frequen-
cy p0 at v0. 
.flth f(z) =	 as tliO static deflection curve by 
acceleration 1, this condition: is complied, with by 
= 10 ±	 (f(z) + h)	 (22) 
when the neutral point d.i ' splaceraent is 
h =	 + L 
p0	 fmdz 
Thus, the ideal displacement y0 is the criterion 
of the dynamic stress in the'wiig.....A static normal, load 
01
K=0fmdz 
would be equivalent to it. 
*Luftfahr,t'forschun&. , Vol. IV, No. 2,. and 1929 Yearbook of 
t.ie D.V.L., p. 513.
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If we form (according to (13a)) the ratio U(s) of 
the actual to the computeds o.unde assuniod. steady flow 
and linear motion, then 
U(s) =•
	 2	 2 
P V W0 Ca' b	 Y V W0 C a' ' 
fldz 
The load, factor is
n = g 
Combined with formula (22) equation (20a) becomes 
+ _L	 m dz+ k fi f
	
s)	 dt dz:,+ 
+ k f 1 , (f (z) + h) f T' (s .- s)	 .dt dz 
b	 t1 
= k f 1 f 'o ( si, - s) t dtdz	 (23) 
-	 0	 0	 - 
By forming average values conforriably to (l7a) and 
(21) for a hort time interval, the solution of (23) can 
be still more simplified. Let 
ti 
1	 fVt	 vt 
m (1) =	
. f 11 
-T' -
	
d t 
i c (4 -	 dt 
a0 = kf 1 flom(t) dz 
a 1. = k f 1 Tm(l) dz 
0 
b	 Pc' 12 
a2	 f (m +	
a -_--_) 
d,z
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b. 
a3 	 k f 1 (r (z) ± h • (1) dz o
a2 
a4 
=
•0 
Then (23) changes to 
	
a 4	 + a3 y + a2 y 0 + a1	 = a 0 w 
The formula y0 = e Xt yields the typieal equation 
a 4	 + a 3 ) + a2 X2 + a 1 X = 6	 (24) 
with the.the&roots which are not Zero
	 . 
X ,1 ; .	 X 0 + iv; •.	 - 
For gust increase the formula 
w = w 0 ' ( 1 - e_rt ); r = yv 
is again used, which yields the special solution, 
	
wa	 wae	 wa	 wae_'t 
• - _9_.Q- + -	 ° °	 =	 _2. + 2___ 
	
- a 1	 ar3 - a3 r2 + a2 r '
 -	
a1	 N(r) 
Now the complete solution of (24) reads as 
A	 A. t	 e 
	
e	 + ---.-'.---.--- [(X 0A 2 -. 1) A3) cosi,,t + 
'X 0 +l 
+. (v A2 + A. A 3 ) sin v t] +	 + o	 0-rt 
A1 e X1 t + eXot [A2 cos , t + A 3 sin i., tl -	 e_rt , (25) 
	
= X i Ai e A. 1
 + eXot [(A.
	 + 1) A3 ) cos vt + 
4 (X0 A3 - ', A 2 ) sin v t] + .92!- et 
-	 N(r)
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I	 tune jiité°rval :	 =	 ,••	 =., .that 'is,	 or 
all	 áiues which, according to (22) is plainly possi-
ble Only when	 H. : 
0	
.	 I 
Thus (25) reveals the following d.eterminating equa-
tions 'or the integiation constants	 . 
+	
A	 p A3	
+ w
0 a0 . , wa 
S	 o2 + 1,2	 2 + 2	 a1	 NCr) 
A 1. + X0A 2 ..	 + 
and therefrom the c'onstants
- w0aor 
N(r) 
+ w0a0r2 
=
N(r) 
N(r) (X 2
 + 2) ^ 2	 (.X0 + r) 
	
-	 ?1w0 a0
 a1 _____________________ _____ 
	
A 1 . -	
N(r)	 - X0)2 
war 
A =-A + 00 2	 1	 NCr)
w0a0r2 
I.n this manner we caLculated as examples the types. 
G 24, J 49, F 13, and M 24, and specifically for differ-
ent gradients Y of gust increase.	 (See figs. 36-39.) 
For comparisoti, we also. calculated the accelerations for 
the same airplanes with assumedly rigid wings (a3	 a 
= 0).. Table iv and Figures40-43 illustrate the results, 
which in view of the previous]y mentioned forming of aver-
ages are of comparativ value only. Accurate solutions 
of (20) for different gust forms are reserved for a future 
report.	 .	 . 
Whereas in the rigid wing the effect of the gradiem.t 
on the stress is no lpnger great, onceit exceeds a ce-. 
tam value	 ('Y 1 > 0.4) (compare. fig. 33) the elasti 
wing evinces precisely in the technically important range
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of 0,4 > Y > 0.1 (l/rn	 a ruaked dependence of the. gra-

dient . on the stress. Because.o.:.te rapidly i.ncr.easing 
air loads the wing flies beyond its semistatic equilibrium 
position and as result thereof increases the total stress 
considerably. In fact, it can Lncease to as much as 10 
to 70 per cent in tie above-mentioned range of 'Y as corn-
pared to the rigid wing. As aaready. oited out, :gu.st 
gradients of the order .of those in . igures 4043 are not 
looked for except in bad weather. Figure 20, for example, 
shows the damped-out wing flutter of the typo calculated, 
But in the other wings the measured doflOctionbhanges oc-
curred so slowly that vibrations woxe no longer percepti-
ble. (See figs. 6 to 12 and 18.) Therefrom wo may con-. 
dude of a small gust gradient Y < 0.03 and an inrior 
offoct of the wing elasticity on the stress. 
It is speóially unfavorable when the vibration cycle 
coincides with the time it takes •for a rigid wing tat-
tam its maximum stress, In Figure 44 the overstress of 
the elastic wing with respect to the inelastic wingis 
plotted against gust gradient Y. Aside from the limit-
ing value	 = , the overstress . of the elastic wing
within the practical ambit of Y is so much .1ps as its 
natural frequencyis higher, i.e,,the stifferit is. 
In gusts of several seconds' duration the 	 in
thaStiC_WjLLlWaS 
wi, even if inferior accelerations are noticeable in 
the fuselage. According to (2) the acceleration in the 
fuselage is
= 0 + h 
Since the ideal acceleration 'j	 is the criterion
of the stress, this differential equation should first be 
solved according to	 providing the fuselag accolor-
ation '	 as time function is known, Inasmuch as this,
aside from the uncertainty regarding factor h, would be 
very todious, the acceleration measured in the fusolae 
for computing the wi±	 stress is unsuitable as soon as it 
becomes a matter of short-time processes. 
Physiologically it is explainable that continuous ac-
celerations '	 in the fuselage are disagreeable to the
passengers, a cOndition which apl.es more to the canti-
lever monoplane than to other types. But to conclude 
herefrorn oh the magni'tucle of the actual wing stresse
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would' be misleading. To ±llustrat,e: Althoth small bumps 
are even felt in a car well supported. by si'ings, it does 
not imply that the stress in the springs hereby could.' not 
be conside'rable. 
ønd direct t'ess measurement on the individual 
parts, which quite often is difficult on acount of thin 
walls and uncontrollable distribution of stress over the 
cross section, the most elementary criterion of the ac-
tual stress in airplane wings i the deflection curve by 
optigraph. In view of the perplexing multiplicity of at 
• mospher±c flows any precise prediction is fallible, so 
that for years to come we invariably will have to rely up-
on the measurement of the stresses in flight and their 
static interpretation.
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Table IV. Approximate Calculation of Gust Stress 
of Four Airplanes with Respect to Ving 
Elasticity. Vertical Velocity in 
= 1. rn/s 
____- F 2 b Type th2 rn/s kg s2/m4
l/s.L.1/s. 
G 24 6000 89 28.5 56.1 .1075 4.31 16.7 15.9 
J 49 40b0 91 28.2 44.5 .1053 4.53 18.0 17.7 
F 13 1790 43 17.6 3.l. .1150 4.30 27,8 27.7 
M24 2430 43 20.6 37.5 .1150
L2 37.5 37.2 
1	 a 
a4 a3 a2 a1 a0 ^%i ?	 - 
G 24 1,095 3.8T5.8j 357.5 357.b -1.18 -1,16 1*1.17 --
3'	 49 0.623 3.35 202.0 295.4 295.4 -1.49 -1.94 j-1.46 
F 13 0.128 0.50 98.8 135.0 127.4 -1.37 -1.28 -1.37 
M 24 0.090 0.47 126.0 156.6 149.8 -1.25 -2.02
-1.24 
Tye r'v A2 A3 a0r:N(r) A1t 
G 24 1.186
_l.18i 0.001 0 1.19 1.64 
J 49 1.508 -l.508 -0.038 0 1.462 1.51 
F 13 
M 24
1.376 
1.250
-1.376 
-1.250
0.005 
-0.026
0 
0
1.366 
1.243
1.70 
1.73 
G 24 1l,221.329 -0.360 -0.612 0.969 1.305 1.68 
J 49 8.90 1.814 -0.244 -0.663 1.570 1.750 1.47 
F 13 7.22 1.602 -0.070 -0.32o 1.52 1.590 1.23 
M 24 7.50 1.435 -0.029 -0.237 1.405 1.425 1.16 
0	 4 5.61 1.504 -0.102 -0.390 1.402 1,477 1.40 
J 49 4.45 2.268 -0.044 -0.373 2.224 2.178 1.25 
F 1 3.61 2.094 -0.014 -0.168 2.080 2.075 1.14 
M 24 3.75 1.792 -0.003 -0.120 1.789 1.778 1.08 
G 24 2.81 2,046 -0.020 -0.208 2.026 2.002 1.13 
J 49 2.23 4.550 0 -0.190 4.550 4.248 1.10 
P 13 1.80 5.415 0.001 -0.085 5.417 5.307 1.06 
M 24 1.88 3.573 0,002 -0.060 3.575 j	 3,525 1.03
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'RECAPITULATION	 ':	 : 
a) To ' obtain 't'ne"maximum tres of an airplane in 
gusts,.it practically suffices to'compute'its acceleration 
in vertical gusts. The achieved numeiical value then , can 
even b,put approximately equivalent to the maximum' stress 
in an oblique gust, when the computed. flow attitude in .the 
vertical gust is'no longer realized because of 'tseparati.on.11 
b) Our knvle'dge on gust intensity and on: gust struc-
turé in particular',' is sadly lacking, although this phase 
of research has received considerable attention of late 
from various sources. , Limiting values - 'about 15 p1/s 
of gust velocities are 'sufficiently known, but we lack, 
corresponding information on gust gradients, which •is jUSt 
as. important for stress calculations as the gust velocity 
itself. 
c) Accurate prediction of , gust stress being out of 
the question because of the thültiplicity of the free air 
movements, the exploration of gust stress is restricted 
	
to static method which must be based upon 	 ' '' 
1. StreSs measurements in free flight; 
2. Checl: of design specifications o.appr.'ove.ci. 
type airplanes. 
With these empirical data the stress must be compared 
which can be computed for'a gust of known intensity and 
structure. This "maximum gust" then must be so defined 
as to coVer' the whole ambit of empiricism and thus serve 
as'pDedction for new airplane designs. 
d) Taking into account all' secondary' ef ,fects, partic-
ularly of gust direction and wing elasticity, the load 
factor, of airplanes in' gusts is 
-	
+ ' v , Ca T F 
n - ' 1 - -----
The stress coefficient C is a function of the "maximum 
gust" and of all structural ata of the airplane. 
The division of C into two factors w and q, of 
which one is to be solely a function of the free air move-
ment and the other only a function of the structural data 
(26)
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as proposed in the DLA lietNo, 1, for thd D S V,L. spec-
ifications is, however, as this consideration shows, no 
longer- feasible, 
As long as no mathematical: information of.
 the order. 
indicated in section on.E qut.-ons of i.iotioi and.Stress on 
Airplanes • in Vertical Gusts,P .laneProblaru, was available 
regarding •the dependence of coeff.ciQnt C on the named 
variables, only a minimum Cj value could be.obtained.. 
froiu the strength of the present airplanes. 
According to .
 the hitherto very elementary, control of 
the specifications by stiff loa. factors, this. minimum 
C , value together with (26) anbo considorbd astep 
forvard, for at least it 	 the correct;
 effoc' of...the. 
flight speed nd loading mechanically similar to the .lQad. 
factor. .	 ..	 .	 .	 .	 . . 
For that reason the author suggested, anont leaflet 
No, 1, a proposal to which the safe load factor 
corre sponded. 
Sthce it may be assumed that the pertinent: air densi-
ty P 'as well as the lift change C1 is.approximately 
equal for all commercial air p lanes, it was accordingly 
P C a' Ci	
1.33;	 Cj	 5 mis.. :: 
2 
The product 0.5 p. Ca' C for a number of aproved type 
erman commercial airplanes is given in Figure 45. The 
factor. C1 lies, as seen, on • f lower edge o± the clus-
ter,. -therefore is a minimum requirement. 
c) Under the presumption that the gust velobity by 
ii.gh gradient never exceeds w 0 .= 15 rn/s	 0,4 v in our 
latitudes; it *as possible to indicate - considering 
wing elasticity and gust direction - an upper limit of the 
possible load factor	 .	 . . 
n	 1. 5	
1 ..	 .	
'	 ( 27)
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for regular weatherproof airplanes, against whose trans-
gression a definite fac'or of safety must be' provided. by 
special agreement. But instead of the .afety factors, 
consid.erations on probability of rupture as advanced by 
Skutsch* could also be used.	 . 
It is worthy. of note that equation (2.7) for horizon-
tal maxiwum speed vh of all sport, training and' acro-
batic types of airplanes as well as of 70 per cent of the 
German commercial types, is complied with, with varying 
high safety,** and. at cruising speed yR = 0.85	 as 
much as' 90 per cent of the commercial types. (See fig. 
45.) Possibly th'e consideration for (27) already gives 
a comp etent explanation for the ultimate load factors,of 
airplane' wings hitherto ' arrived t by experience. 
At any rate; the maximum stresses in flight, even if 
occurring rarely', are materially higher thán.half the ui-
timate load. The reason these facts do not more often 
lead.to accidents is that u light construction t' components,, 
wings also, can, if suitably desIgned., be loaded, several 
times u to close to their breaking limit, without showing 
any perceptible damage.***	 '	 ' 
Very Instructive re two' failures of the lateral con-
trol system which occurred. on one and the same airplane 
type; pp roved for d.ornmercial use for ove ,r a year it em-
bodied several aerodynamic improvements over a two-year-
old type. The ultimate load of rudder and fin' for the new 
type was about 110 kg/m2 and about 140 ,kg/m2 for the old - 
one. Both accidents were presumably c.àuse'd. by gut im-
pacts of about 13 rn/s normal to the control surface. Fo 
objections were raised in the old type, although it pro'o-
ably exp erienced. similar sresses in flight'. 
The flow phendmena in the atmosphere thus prove the 
deciding factor for the stress in any airplane not de-
*Der Bauingenieur, 1-926, p. 915. 
**In the range below it thre accidents through wing fai .l-
ure occurred within the last year, two on the same type 
(marked by a cross in Figure 46) . Both airplane type.s 
represented new constructions of apprp'ved. older types, 
greater engine p erformance, and various aerodynamic im-
p rovements, particularly, balanced elevator. 
*Deve l op ment of Airplane Design . Specifications, to be 
published later.
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signed for exhibition purposes, and. deserve closer atten-
tion in the future... .......' 
To increase the reliability of airpl.anoswiiich have 
not sufficient gust resistance, ,a'ccording to the present 
stage of knowledge, it is neces.s'ary to limit the speed of 
such airplanes by a warning sign on the instrument board, 
such as is 'customary 'in all public vehicles of transporta-
tion. ' 
f .) The dynamic streas on tail surfaces in gusts can 
be computed in. the same way as for the airlane. wings by 
substituting the mass mr = (rn 2 ). /( a2 + i 2 ) reduced to 
the neutral point of the control surface for tie total 
mass of the airplane; a here denotes the distance of the 
neutral point from the center of gravity and i th& radi-
us of inertia, The C.I.N.A. (International Commission 
for Aerial Nav:iat.on) proposes for the dynamical surface 
loading of the vertical tail group the formula p 5 = 3.3 
vh (kg/m2) ,' that is, exactly as above, a strcz:linearly 
depenö.ent on the flight speed.... 
g) If the gust stresses of an airplane flying level 
at cruising speed are already of noticeable magnitude, 
they increase to wing failure when the airplane, through 
some cause (error in piloting, nonvisibility in clouds, 
etc.) , gets into a vertical glide. and the . air speed in-
creases. It is then that 
l	 Comparatively slight gust impacts can induce 
wing failure. 
2. .. Pull-up accelerations familiar to the pilot 
and harmless.in calm air, can multiply to 
b.reaking stresses ma slight gust. 
It should be impressed upon the Dilot to avoid all 
speed increases and pull-up maneuvers in gusty weather. 
Experienced pilots do not attempt to fight against gusts 
'by elevator or aileron, but allow the, air p lane to .sing 
back of it own accord into its' nortial flight attitude 
through its natural stability, and merely apply the rud-
der to keep the course, 
Translation by J. Vanie.r, 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics.
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Fig.3 Deflection y of starboard wing.(M-24) 9.45 m (31.0 ft.) from 
the fuselage center during a cross-country flight. Weight at 
take-off 2.44 t (5379.2 1b.),at landing 2.17 t (4784 lb.),speed= 
135 km/h (83.9 mi./hr.). 
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'tg.2 Gust structures. Each picture represents a field 10 x 10 m (32.8 x 
32.8 ft.) explored at 25 test stations, Each set of three pictures 
follows at 1 sec. -interval, The hatchings denote wind velocitiesand are 
explained on the margin. 
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Figs.6,?,8 Deflection y of M-24 tarboard wing (9.45 m (31 ft.) from 
fuselage center) in gusts.(From flight Fig.3,gross weight 
2.3 t (5070.6 lb.)
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Fig.9,10,11 Deflection y of M-24 starboard wing (9.45 m (31 ft.) from 
fuselage center) in gusts. (From flight Pig.3,gross weight-
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Pigs.12a,12b,12c Deflection y of M-24 starboard wing(9.45 m (31 ft.) 
from fuselage center) in gusts. (Prom flight Fig.3, 
gross weight	 2.3 t (5070.6 lb.).
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Fi.l7 Deflection y of P 13 starboard wing(8.85 m (29.04 ft.) 
from fuselage center) durin g flight. Gross weight = 1.8 t 
(3968.3 lb.) v = 130 I/h (80.8 mi.7hr.) 
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Pig.l8 Deflection y of P 13 starboard wing in gusts. 8.85 m 
(29.04 ft.) from center of fuselage. Gross weight =1.8 t 
(3968.3 lb.) V	 130 km/h (80.8 mi./hr.). 
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Figs.19,20 
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Figs.19,20 Deflection y of F 13 starboard wing in gu.sts. 8.85 m 
(29.04 ft.) from center if fuselage. Gross weightl.8 t 
(3968.3 ].b,) v	 130 1n/h (80.8 mi./hr.). 
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Fig.2l Deflection curves recorded in free flight on P 13 wing. 
(Ordinate scale:l unit = 50 rmn (1.97 in.) deflection. 
Gross weight = 1.8 t (3968.3 lb.) v = 130 1m/h (80.8 mi./hr.). 
c,Plane of ground 
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Fig.22 Deflection curves of Fig.2l extrapolated for same curvature 
by z = a
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Fig.26 Deflection y of starboard wing tips of G 24. Gross weight= 
4.7 t (10361.7 lb.) v = 125 ion/h (77.7 mi./hr.). 
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Fig.27 Deflection y of G 24 starboard wing in a gust. 
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Figs. 29,30 Load factor n for case A for airplanes in gusts for dif-
ferent angles of gust plotted against flight path. 
= angle of attack,	 = ratio of gust to flight velocity; separation 
occurs at sine	 = 0.3 
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Fig. 32 By linear rise in velocity.
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Figs. 32,33 Ratio 
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Fig. 33 By asymptotic rise of velocity. 
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Fig. 35 Deflection curve and. mass 1is-
tribution of airplane wing. 
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Fig, 36 Statical deflection curve F (z) of G 24 wing.
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